
Figure 2: Flow curves at different sampling percentages 
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Target Audience:  This work is relevant to investigators interested in the feasibility of applying CS-SENSE in pulmonary artery phase contrast imaging. 
 
Purpose:  Compressed sensing (CS) or sparse sampling MRI has been shown to be very promising in achieving extremely fast scan times while 
retaining clinically diagnostic image quality [1]. The combination of CS and parallel imaging (CS-SENSE) has the potential to further accelerate image 
acquisition [2]. One particular area that can take advantage of this is high resolution 2-D phase contrast flow imaging of the pulmonary artery due to its 
potentially lengthy scan times and need for high spatial and temporal resolution, particularly in children. The purpose of this study is to determine the 
amount of undersampling that can be applied in CS-SENSE in high resolution phase contrast imaging of the pulmonary artery by comparing vessel 
delineation quality and quantitative flow results through simulated CS-SENSE images from a clinical sampled acquisition. 
 
Methods: A phase contrast scan of the right pulmonary artery (RPA) was acquired on a clinical 1.5T system 
(Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) on a single volunteer. The cardiac triggered phase 
contrast acquisition was acquired at a matrix of 280x280 with an acquisition pixel size of 1x1mm2, 6mm 
slice thickness, TE/TR = 5.5/20ms, FA = 15 degrees, VENC=150cm/s, 30 cardiac phases, a parallel 
imaging reduction factor of 2, and 3 signal averages. An offline computer with internally custom developed 
software based on Liang et al. [2] simulated the CS-SENSE images at varying degrees of sparseness. The 
compressed sense reconstruction was done using the method described by Kim et al [3]. In order to speed 
up CS reconstruction, this step was done on a 64x128 array in the k-space.  For this purpose, the k-space 
data was first inverse Fourier transformed in the frequency encoding direction to the image domain and 
truncated to 64 pixels; the resulting array is Fourier transformed back into k-space reducing the array size 
to 64. An array size of 128 in phase encoding direction was retained for CS recon. The results of CS 
reconstruction were interpolated to 64x140 to obtain 1x1 mm2 recon pixel size, and the final image after 
SENSE unfolding was 64x280 mm2 FOV. Velocity encoding was done in 2 opposing directions, and the 
phase difference in the two resulting images (image1 and image2) was used for flow quantification. Region 
of interest analysis was performed on the RPA. The initial ROI was first loosely manually traced on the 
amplitude image of each cardiac phase, and then the final ROI was obtained by setting the threshold to 
50% of the maximum value inside the initial ROI. The flux and the area of the RPA were calculated for each 
cardiac phase.  Total acquisition percentages of 25, 18, and 14% were simulated. The 50% acquisition 
represents the original acquired data described above and was considered the gold standard.  
 
Results:  Figure 1 shows the amplitude (Column A) and phase difference (Column B) images with 
increasingly sparse random sampling schemes. Figure 2 shows the flow curves for each dataset. All curves 
exhibit similar flow characteristics. As the data sampling decreases, the flow curves begin to be less 
smooth.  This is most clearly seen in the 14% acquisition curve.  The 25% sampling scheme exhibits the 
closest curve characteristics compared to the gold standard dataset. For the 25%, 18%, and 14% there is a 
decrease in flux at 580 ms.  Table 1 lists selected quantitative values for all acquisitions. All flux values for 
under-sampled images are lower than the fully sampled acquisition. Again, 25% sampling showed the 
closest agreement to the fully sampled data. Furthermore, the average cross-sectional area is larger for the 
undersampled data. This is by the increased blurring as more undersampling occurred making it much 
more difficult to delineate the vessel border. 
 
Discussion/Conclusions: Even though there is noticeable image quality degradation 
in the sparser acquisitions, the quantitative values and flow curve characteristics 
from the sparsely sampled images are in very close agreement with the gold 
standard data. 25% acquisition had the best agreement with the 50% acquisition. 
Surprisingly, the 14% acquisition had better agreement compared to the 18% 
acquisition.  This is most likely due to over estimation of the area of the vessel. The 
lower quantitative values at 18% and 14% sampling are most likely due to the 
insufficient sampling resulting in an underestimation of values. However, at the 
sampling rate of 25%, the flow measurements fall within 10%, which is an 
acceptable error in flow quantitative analysis [4]. Some values in the 18% and 14% 
under sampled data are outside the 10% error range. Because reasons for this 
variability are unclear, investigation is needed to determine the actual causes. This 
study has shown that CS-SENSE acquisition MRI appears feasible and promising 
in high resolution phase contrast imaging through simulation. Further study on 
volunteers and specific patient populations are needed. Furthermore, further testing 
is required to determine optimal k-space sampling schemes and CS-SENSE 
accelerations.  
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50 220 149.11 -2.24 49.93 39.11 
25 225 146.81 -5.29 45.21 37.68 
18 259 140.14 -3.21 43.42 36.19

14 226 143.25 -6.49 46.00 38.33 

Figure 1: Amplitude and phase difference 
images at different k-space sampling 
percentages. 

Table 1: Quantitative values for all acquisition percentages. 
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